
Your Holiness 
 
We are students of Tibetan Buddhism concerned about the silence of many lamas in response 
to revelations of serious, harmful behaviors by Sogyal Rinpoche and Sakyong Mipham Rinpoche 
of Shambhala. First, we want to thank you for not being silent. We thank you for the support 
you have given students for exposing these behaviors and the advice you have provided on how 
best to act in regard to these situations.  
 
In an effort to address this situation, we, and over a hundred other students, have written to 
selected lamas (see below) asking them to speak out and clarify their position.  
 
We have attached that letter to this email, along with the following: 
 
 A Tibetan translation of the letter written by eight formerly close students of Sogyal 

Rinpoche in July 2017 attesting to his abusive behaviors; 
 A copy of the report given by a law firm commissioned by Rigpa to investigate these abuses. 

  
We are aware that in both Western and Tibetan cultures, it is difficult to speak out openly 
about abuse. Shantideva advises students to “remain like a piece of wood” rather than risk 
speaking wrongly. However, in instances of abuse, when bystanders stay silent, the abuse is 
empowered. And right now, students need better clarity on this issue in order to move forward 
with their spiritual lives. We truly feel that it is important for lamas to speak out in order to stop 
the harm. 
 
We are particularly concerned that aspects of the Vajrayana were used by Sogyal Rinpoche and 
others as a justification for these harmful behaviors. Some lamas who have spoken out in 
support of Sogyal Rinpoche have claimed that the behaviors are part of the “crazy wisdom” 
tradition laid down by Tilopa and Milarepa. One lama has claimed that beatings increase 
wisdom. Two lamas have claimed that in the spirit of “crazy wisdom” lamas it’s acceptable for 
masters to break the law and even kill someone. 
 
Rigpa management, in efforts to address the allegations, has recently written a code of ethics in 
which there is a lack of clarity about whether or not Vajrayana teachers are bound by this code. 
Sogyal Rinpoche has retired from all of his positions within Rigpa. However, webcasts of his 
teachings are still being shown during retreats. Rigpa management claims that he has 
“apologized” for his behaviors. However, the statements he has made fail to acknowledge that 
he has done anything wrong and he only speaks of his sadness over students “feeling hurt,” not 
over the fact that he has harmed students. In fact, there is no acknowledgement from Rigpa 
leadership, Sogyal Rinpoche or the teachers who are now part of the Rigpa spiritual advisory 
board that Sogyal actually harmed students and that his behavior was unethical and 
unacceptable. 
 
It appears that advice from Rigpa’s lawyers is superseding advice from Buddha Shakyamuni, in 
which he instructed students on the four powers to amend wrongs, the first of which are 



confession of wrong doing and sincere regret. We question how Rigpa can possibly move 
forward to benefit beings without confessing their wrong doing. 
 
In addition, Vajrayana teachings on pure perception and samaya have been used to condemn 
the eight who wrote the letter exposing Sogyal Rinpoche’s abuses. Vajrayana students have 
been told that they will burn in hell if they speak out and expose harmful behaviors. We 
question how students can balance this widespread interpretation of the Vajrayana with 
cultivation of the critical faculty and compassion so essential for the bodhisattva path. We also 
question how students can properly investigate a prospective teacher if secrets about teachers’ 
behaviors are not exposed. 
 
I, one writer of this letter, once took my 16-year-old daughter to a teaching with Sogyal 
Rinpoche. Afterwards, she complained that he spent a good portion of the teaching yelling 
abusively at students and shaming them. This is something that Sogyal Rinpoche did frequently. 
I justified his actions to her, explaining that we cannot judge how he works with his senior 
(Vajrayana) students. I now feel ashamed of this, because I raised my children to be 
compassionate and kind, and in this instance I compromised those values. 
 
These are the kinds of situations that some students find themselves in now, ashamed that they 
ever took part in harmful situations, wondering how they allowed their discernment to erode, 
and questioning the Vajrayana. And recently, a famous lama, a supporter of Chogyam Trungpa 
Rinpoche’s “crazy wisdom” tradition, posted a promiscuous post on his Facebook page.  It was 
offensive even to adults, but it was not until a student reminded him that children could be 
reading these posts, that he took it down. Is this the Dharma that we want to be spreading in 
the West? 
 
It is in this spirit that we are asking for your help. Please share these concerns, along with the 
attached letter to the lamas and the Tibetan translation of the letter by the eight formerly close 
students of Sogyal Rinpoche, with Tibetan Buddhist leaders during the upcoming meeting in 
November. If leaders could come forward with a joint statement addressing these issues, this 
would help enormously.  
 
Thank you. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Lamas to whom the letter has been sent: 
 
H.E. Khandro Rinpoche 
Dzogchen Rinpoche,  
His Eminence Jigme Losel Wangpo 
Khyentse Yangsi Rinpoche (Dilgo Khyentse Yangsi Rinpoche) 



Dzocchen Ponlop Rinpoche 
Khenchen Namdrol Rinpoche 
Khenchen Pema Sherab Rinpoche 
Lama Gyume Rinpoche 
Ratna Vajra Rinpoche 
Rabjam Rinpoche 
Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche 
Tulku Thondup Rinpoche 
Ato Rinpoche 
HH Gyalwang Karmapa,  
Ogyen Trinley Dorje 
HH Sakya Trizin 
Patrul Rinpoche  
Tulku Pema Wangyal Rinpoche 
Tulku Dakpa Rinpoche 
Dakpo Rinpoche 
Kalu Rinpoche 
Khenchen Pema Sherab  
Garje Khamtrul Rinpoche  
Choje Lama Yeshe Losal Rinpoche 
Garchen Rinpoche 
Ringu Tulku Rinpoche 
HH Gyalwang Drukpa 
Shenpen Rinpoche  
Ling Rinpoche 
Bardor Tulku Rinpoche 
Dzigar Kongtrul Rinpoche: 
Thrangu Rinpoche 
Tai Situ Rinpoche 
Dungsey Gyetrul Rinpoche 
Dolpu Tulku Rinpoche 
His Eminence Khochhen Rinpoche 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 


